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In fact, we are not aware of any asynchronous distributed system that uses a different low-level architecture and also provides the same environment: dynamic addition and removal of processes, and non-trivial consistency properties. This observation led us to speculate that asynchronous distributed systems might be subject to conditions that dictate the lowest levels of the system architecture.
If one can identify necessary conditions for the solution of some basic problems, these conditions will also define the software architecture for a wide range of real-world distributed systems.
We believe that Dynamic Uniformity (D-Uniformity) is the fundamental property required for many applications in asynchronous settings. In D-Uniformity, there are certain actions that, if t aken by any process in the system, must eventually be taken by every other active process; only failure and forcible removal (forced inactivity) excuse a process from taking the action. 1 Even actions taken by a process that later crashes or is forcibly removed must be propagated to the remaining active processes.
The motivation for D-Uniformity is that in a large distributed system, processes will often act on behalf of the system as a whole. While actions may occur locally, they must eventually be known to the entire membership. We then show that a membership service can allow dynamic process-joins. We show that in order to achieve resiliency with any single live member (lThreshoM), the membership service must ensure that process-joins are ordered with respect to regular actions. This property is indeed supported in practice by the virtual synchrony programming model, which is provided by the distributed systems we study.
In much prior work, Distributed Consensus is considered the basic problem in achieving distributed co- In particular, studying only Consensus ignores problems in which coordinating the activity of only a majority of the processes suffices. One of our goals is to better understand the relationship between ensuring progress in a pn'mary partition and the classical Consensus problem. Finally, to model the higher layers of abstraction found in the systems we study, we define two subclasses of Uniformity, for future research. The first consists of actions that must be done both uniformly and in the same sequence. This sequence problem has been studied extensively in the context of distributed database systems [1, 10, 11, 17] . The second subclass applies to uniform actions that must also eventually be known to have terminated (i.e., taken by all processes that have not failed). This subclass is important in systems that perform some sort of clean-up action upon detecting termination (e.g., re-using entries in a table, or discarding saved copies of messages related to the action).
The for each p E S. The initial system cut, co, consists only of all the siar$ events. We assume familiarity with inter-event causality and the "happens-before" relation(e~e') [12] , and with consistent cuts [7] . A system run is an n-tuple of infinite process histories, one for each process in S.5 A cut, then, is a finite prefix of a run.
Actions
Since we are concerned with ensuring that specific events occur at all processes if at any, we designate a special set of events, called actions. While the set of actions can redescribed, thespecific actions to appear in any execution are not known a priori. Actions will arise at one process, which we model by saying that each action is owned by one process. In the terminology of Chand y and Misra [8] , the identity of an action is initially local to its owner, meaning that processes only learn about non-local actions by communicating with (or indirectly with) the action's owner. If@ is an act ion, let doesP(fl) denote the event whereby process p performs~. While realistic instances of the uniformity problem would have enabling conditions associated with each action, for our purposes all actions are enabled all the time.
The
Formal Language
We use a logic with temporal and knowledge modalities to define system properties.
The basic The safety condition for D-Uniformity states that if any process in S takes an action, then every other process eventually does so as well or becomes disabled (we discuss this below in more detail):
v DISABLEDq 1
9CS
Knowledge of an action forces a process to try to exe-
To define DISABLED9 precisely, we introduce the notion of permission to execute an action. The need for permission arises from the network assumptions, which force a process intending to execute an action to make its intention known, and to know that its intention is known. The formula PERMITP(S, /3) holds if p has permission within S to execute~. While we do not specify what constitutes permission (e.g., whether it is granted only by a designated process, or by a quorum subset), we do require it to satisfy: 1.
2.
3.
No process acts without permission Formula (1) does not require DIDq(B) or DISABLEDq to hold before p can execute doesP(@.
We define a liveness condition to preclude trivial solutions in which all processes are disabled after a finite number of actions:
We say that a system cut is live if some process p can execute at least one more action.
Liveness We then crash all of the processes in S2, leaving S1 viable, but unable to recover information about the last actions performed in S2.
Formally, assume U is an r-resilient solution to DUniformity, for r > rN/21. Let S1 and S2 partition S with IS I I = r. Let p be a run of U in which all processes in S1 crash at some cut c. Because p is live, there must be a cut c', also in p and after c, as well as an action~, owned by a member of S2 and unknown to Sl, such that c'~DIDP(@, for P E %. Now let p' be another run of U with the same prefix c, except that in p' all messages to and from S2 are delayed after c. We claim that c' from above is also a cut in p'. To see this, observe that the two runs are indistinguishable to the processes in S2, and that these processes will therefore take the same actions in both runs up to cut c'. Specifically, action P is also 61t j~well~own that, unless the system iS prone to byzan- (0) is uniform.
Allowing Joins
We now consider processes that join a computation.
In an asynchronous environment, late joining arises when the start of a process, say q, was preceded by some communication with another process, say p. In this communication, presumably p has granted q permission to join the system, via a special event denoted addP (q). In this case, we deem it appropriate to relieve q from the obligation to perform actions that were initiated prior to addP (q). This approach is based on the following observations:
. A staie-transfer operation, in which a newly joined process accepts a snapshot of the system upon joining, is a common practice in faulttolerant distributed applications. State-transfer means that joining processes need not actually execute all relevant events to reach the desired local state.
q From a practical point of view, it is not feasible to expect processes to maintain information about actions indefinitely.
Typically, when a ak their terminology, for t > 1, W MS(t -1) may make u many mistakes as the stron~ly k-misfaken failure detector, with
process learns that all the currently active processes have performed some action, it discards that action from its buffers (Section 6 discusses this in more detail). Thus, existing processes need not store the accumulated execution history, on the chance that other processes may join a point far in the future.
The obligation set of an action~is the set of processes obliged to perform /3. In order to define the obligation set we introduce a system view SystView defined as follows:
(1) SystView contains initially the special set So of processes that have their start event in the initial system cut co, and (2) SystView increases as new processes get the permission from processes in SystView to join. Formally: Definition 4 Let co be the initial system cut, and So the special set of processes that have their start event in co. Let add(q) be a special uniform action that gives q the permission to join, The system view SystView(c) on a cut c is recursively defined by:
1. SystView(cO)d~f SO; 2. if p G SystVlew(c) and the event ad~(q) is in a cut c, then p is in SystView(c).
We define now Obliged(@) as the set of processes that are in SystView before the initiation of action P propagates in the system: V DISABLEDq .
q~Obliged(B)
Clearly, a system that starts up with only a subset of S cannot hope to tolerate arbitrary crashes of a pre-defined, fixed number of processes; resiliency of the system should also be redefined to incorporate system size at various points in the execution.
To this end, we define the set NotCrashed(c) to be the subset of SystView(c) that have not crashed. We define resiliency at c is in terms of NotCrashed(c). 
Proofi
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2. Let c be any cut on which DIDP(/l) holds.
Assume there exists a process q that violates the Lemma. The adversary would choose to crash all processes except q on a cut c on which -IKq "(B)" holds, in contradiction to Lemma 5. 
The protocol in Figure 2 uses an OWMS(0) to solve D-Uniformity, and has a l-Threshold.
If p initiates @ at line 7, then LVP = Obliged(@).
The reason is that by property 4 of OWMS(0), any process addition haa either preceded init(/3), or will causally follow it. In the former case, the process is incIuded in LVP, and in the latter case, it is precluded from Obliged(/.?).
Thus, by line 9, every process in Obliged(o) that has not crashed knows about~, which guarantees uniformity. 
